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Abstract: Alignment nanofibers of poly(o-toluidine)/polystyrene (POT/PS) were prepared by using an electrospinning
method at different applied voltages (Vappl.) of 10, 15, and 20 kV. The effect of the applied voltage on the morphology and
electrical properties of POT/PS nanofibers was studied. Morphology and diameters of the nanofibers were investigated via
atomic force microscopy. (POT/PS)/Si hybrid solar cells were fabricated through the deposition of POT/PS nanofibers
on Si wafers using the electrospinning technique. The current-voltage measurements of the device under dark conditions
exhibited asymmetrical and rectifying behavior for the Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al junction, thereby confirming the formation
of diodes. Diode parameters, such as ideality factor n* and saturation current Io , were determined from the current
density-voltage curves. The photovoltaic properties of the Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al junction were studied under illuminated
condition. Results revealed short-circuit current density Jsc = 1.45 mA, open-circuit voltage Voc = 596 mV, and solar
cell efficiency = 3.04.
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1. Introduction
One of the important structures of nanomaterials is 1D, which has a high surface area given the small diameter,
and where the nanofiber films are highly porous with perfect pore interconnectivity. These distinctive charac-
teristics, in addition to their polymer properties, make nanofibers widely used in advanced applications. The
electrospinning method is considered the most promising process in producing nanofibers from a wide range
of polymers, in which fiber diameter can be reduced from micrometers to nanometers [1]. Poly(o-toluidine)
(POT) is similar to a polyaniline (Pani) derivative, which includes the -CH3 group in the ortho position of the
aromatic ring of the aniline monomer [2]. As a key conducting polymer, POT can be easily synthesized either
chemically or electrochemically [3]. Polymer photovoltaics is an important discovery that solves many problems
in traditional photovoltaic technologies. Its technology presents the possibility of fast processing, low cost, light
weight, flexibility, and a low thermal budget [4]. Cells with two layers are used; one contains electron-accepting
molecules, whereas the other contains electron-donating layers. The majority of the light is absorbed by the
electron-donating layer and creates excitons. The excitons have to dissociate to form free-charge carriers. This
process occurs at the two-layer interface, and the dissociation process is considerably enhanced due to the rel-
atively high energy difference between these layers, having two individual layers separating the electron and
hole transportation, thereby reducing recombination. Moreover, the active region where the splitting process
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occurs extends into the accepting and the donating layers. Such a mechanism nearly doubles the active region
compared with single-layer cells. Using two different semiconductors allows the band gaps to be tuned to match
the solar spectrum [5]. Solar cells based on conducting polymer/wafer silicon (Si) have attracted broad research
interest because of their advantages; however, conversion efficiency is still low [6]. The efficiency of solar cell
heterojunctions depends on the physical interaction of the p-type and n-type layers, which is dependent on
the layers’ morphology, even if the p-type and n-type layers have an ideal electronic relationship [7,8]. In this
study, an Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al hybrid solar cell is fabricated using poly(o-toluidine)/polystyrene (POT/PS)
nanofibers as a p-type layer on a Si wafer. The parameters of this hybrid solar cell and the effect of nanofiber
morphology on the parameters are then explored.

2. Experimental
POT was synthesized by the oxidation polymerization of o-toluidine in acidic media in accordance with the
previously described method of Alwan and Jalli [9]. POT powder (0.25 g) was dissolved in 10 mL of CHC13 ;
afterwards, 3% weight ratio of PS was added to prepare a POT/PS solution. Then 3 mL of the solution was
put into a feed tank (syringe), which included a metal needle. A high-voltage power supply (direct current) was
connected at the end of the needle as an anode, with a rotated aluminum cylinder collector as a cathode. The
processing conditions of the different applied voltages (Vappl.) of 10, 15, and 20 kV were as follows: the flow
rate was 0.3 mL/h, the space between the collector and needle was 15 cm, and the needle diameter was 23 G.
The glass slides and N-type Si wafer (111) were fixed on the surface of the moving collector. Figure 1 illustrates
the hybrid solar cell structure. The surface morphologies of the nanofiber layers were tested via atomic force
microscopy (AFM; AA3000 Angstrom Advanced Inc.). The dark and illumination currents of the junction at
bias voltage (VB) (–1 to 1) V in the case of forward and reverse bias connections were measured. A halogen
lamp (Philips 100 W) was used in the illumination case.

Figure 1. The hybrid solar cell.

3. Results and discussion
The POT/PS nanofibers were examined by SEM and AFM to identify their morphology, diameter, and
alignment. Figure 2 shows the SEM image of POT/PS nanofibers at applied voltage Vappl. of 10 kV. Figure 3
shows the AFM images of POT/PS nanofibers at different applied voltages (Vappl.) of 10, 15, and 20 kV. The
electrospinning of nanofibers from POT soluble in CHCl3 is impossible without the addition of PS to POT and
dissolving in CHCl3 . No fiber formation occurred because the surface tension and the viscosity of the solution
are not sufficiently high to maintain a stable drop at the end of the capillary tip. The SEM and AFM images
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show that all cases have good aligned nanofibers. The figure also shows that the prepared samples are free
of defects such as bubbles and reducers. The prepared nanofibers have a generally uniform thickness and are
smooth. In addition, the obtained uniaxially aligned nanofibers and the alignment between the parallel fibers are
constantly separated by large distances. The length of the nanofiber continues along the test area, which ends
at 2 µm. From Figure 3 it is clear that as Vappl. increases the average diameter of nanofibers decreases from
134.9 nm at Vappl. of 10 kV to 19.6 nm at an applied voltage Vappl. of 20 kV. In the electrospinning method,
Vappl. is a crucial factor; only when Vappl. is higher than the threshold voltage can charged jets be ejected
from the Taylor cone [10]. Many researchers have indicated that a high voltage leads to increased electrostatic
repulsive force on the charged jet, which favors the reduction of fiber diameter [9].

Figure 2. SEM image of POT/PS nanofibers at 10 KV Vappl .
Table 1 shows the electrical conductivity values of POT/PS nanofiber layers. Electrical conductivity

of 3.11 × 10−5 S.cm−1 increases to 9.77 × 10−5 S.cm−1 when Vappl. is raised from 10 kV to 20 kV. This
increase in Vappl. reduces the nanofiber diameter and enhances the structural properties, which is in line with
the findings of Sarac [11] and Konagaya et al. [12].

Table 1. The parameters values of POT/PS nanofibers and the values of n*, Js , and Φb. of Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al
devices.

Vappl., kV Aver. d, nm σ, S cm−1 Js, A/cm2 n* Φb eV
10 134.9 3.11 × 10−5 8.22 × 10−6 2.88 0.701
15 95.3 7.39 × 10−5 3.37 × 10−6 3.01 0.689
20 19.6 9.77 × 10−5 1.88 × 10−6 3.76 0.665

The results of the current-density-voltage (J–VB) measurements in forward and reverse modes under
darkness and illumination for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al devices and the parameters of ideality factor n*, short-
circuit current (Jsc) , and open-circuit voltage (Voc) will be discussed.

The forward dark current is generated when applied voltage VB in the holes in the p-type region (POT/PS
nanofiber in the current study) and the electrons in the n-type region (Si wafer in the current study) are pushed
towards the junction. This process reduces the width of the depletion zone and the value of built-in potential.
The forward dark current curve is divided into two regions, low- and high-voltage regions, depending on the
conduction mechanism of the current [13,14].

At reverse bias, the curve has two regions. The first one is the generation region (low-voltage region,
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Figure 3. AFM images of POT/PS nanofibers at different Vappl .

VB < 0.3 VB) , where the reverse current is lightly increased with VD and tends to generate electron-hole
pairs. In the second region (high-voltage region, V > 0.3 V), a considerable increase in the reverse bias can be
recognized. In this case, the current results from the diffusion of minority carriers through the (POT/PS)/Si
junction [14].
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Figure 4 shows that the value of forward current density under darkness is increased with Vappl. (decreas-
ing of nanofiber diameter) in Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al. This effect is attributed to the decrease in the depletion zone
width because of the improvement in the structure and increased conductivity of POT/PS at small diameters.
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Figure 4. Relations of (J-V) under dark conditions for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/lA at different Vappl .

Information about the conduction mechanisms can be obtained from (J-V) characteristics curves. Figure
5 shows the semilogarithmic curves of the forward J-V for the Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al hybrid at room temperature.
These curves include two regions, which refer to different conduction mechanisms. The first region is at low-
forward voltage (∼= VB ≤ 0.4 V) and the conduction mechanism of current in this region is described by the
recombination or diffusion and emission model [15].
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Figure 5. The ln (J-V) characteristics at forward bias voltage for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al at different Vappl .

The relation between voltage and the junction current can be simplified as follows [16]:

ln J = lnJs +

(
qV

n∗KB T

)
(1)
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where Js is the saturation current and is expressed as:

Js =A∗ T2 exp

(
qΦb

KB T

)
(2)

where A* is the Richardson constant and equal to 120 A/cm−2 K−2 , and Φb is the barrier height of the
heterojunction.

The saturation current can be obtained by extrapolation of the linear ln(J)-V portion to the ln(J) axis at
zero voltage. Parameters Js and n* can be readily determined from the curve shown in Figure 5 together with
Eq. (1). Table 1 lists the values of Js and n*. The value of the ideality factor varies between 2.88 and 3.67, and
this finding is in agreement with that of Boyarbay et al. [17], who found that the value of n* is approximately
2.31 for a Pani/TiO2 /p-Si heterojunction.

Often the value of n* is close to one. The high values of n* (n* > 2) in the prepared junctions may be
attributed to different factors such as leakage, interfacial layer thickness, shunting, bulk series resistance, or any
resistive loss [16].

In the second region (high voltage), another conduction mechanism seems to be predominant. The current
shows a power dependence of voltage. This power dependence suggests that the dark current is space-charge-
limited current-dominated [15].

Table 1 also includes the values of barrier height Φb , which depend on Eq. (2).
Figure 6 show the relationship between the photocurrent and bias voltage VD in the range of [–1 to

1] V for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al with different Vappl . The measurements are achieved at a power intensity of
illumination 100 mW/cm2 . The photocurrent is considered a significant parameter, which plays an effective
role in solar cells.

When a solar cell is illuminated, the generated electron-hole pairs strongly increase. By contrast,
the resistivity of samples decreases with illumination. This finding indicates that excess carriers increase
conductivity and the mobility of the carriers.

Figure 6 and Table 2 show that the Jph of Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al increases from 1.01 mA/cm2 to 1.45
mA/cm2 when Vappl. increases from 10 kV to 20 kV. This result is attributed to the effect of the increase in
conductivity, which reduces the mean free path of carriers, thereby increasing Jph . Moreover, this result is in
agreement with researchers who assert that Jph increases with conductivity [18].

Table 2. The parameters of Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al solar cell.

Vappl. KV Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) Vmax (mV) Jmax (mA) Pmax (mW/cm2) FF η%

10 500 1.01 255 0.56 142.8 0.28 1.42
15 542 1.3 351 0.83 290.5 0.41 2.90
20 569 1.45 380 0.8 304 0.36 3.04

Table 2 shows the relationship between short-circuit current Jsc and open-circuit voltage Voc at different
values of Vappl .

The short-circuit current Jsc is referred to as photocurrent Jph because a current without any external
bias voltage VD exists as if a short circuit occurs in the system [18].
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Figure 6. The relations of (J-V) under dark and illumination for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/lA at different Vappl .

From the obtained result, a systematic increase is observed between Voc and the increasing Vappl. in
devices. This increase occurs due to the improvement in crystal structure and rising conductivity of POT/PS
with the increase in Vappl . This finding is in an agreement with that of Wang et al. [19], who found that Voc

increases with conductivity for Pani on crystalline Si hybrid solar cells.
The fill factor (FF) for Al/(POT/PS)/Si/Al is calculated as:

FF =
Pmax

Voc. Isc
=

Vmax. Imax

Voc. Isc
, (3)

where Pmax is the maximum electrical power obtained [20].
The efficiency of a solar cell η is measured as the fraction of incident power converted to electricity and

is defined as follows:

Pmax = Voc. Isc.FF, (4)
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η =
Pmax

Pin
. (5)

The maximum power produced by a solar cell depends on the FF. Therefore, FF is an important parameter
that determines the power conversion efficiency of a hybrid solar cell. Several factors can considerably influence
FF. These factors intricately interact with one another. Thus, a deep understanding of FF is difficult to
achieve [21], and from these factors, voltage drops because of shunt resistance Rsh , series resistance Rs and the
recombination in a nonideal solar cell [22].

Table 2 shows that the FF and conversion efficiency increase with Vappl. , which decreases the nanofiber
diameter, changes the morphology of the nanofiber layer, and increases conductivity.

4. Conclusion
An organic-inorganic hybrid solar cell based on POT nanofiber and Si wafer was fabricated using an electro-
spinning technique. The I–V characteristics of this junction have a rectifying effect, which is interpreted in
terms of the barrier formation at the (POT/PS)/Si interface. The prepared solar cell at 20 kV shows better
conversion efficiency of 3.04 compared with that of the solar cell at 10 kV with 1.42.
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